
Best Friends
Activity Booklet

Four real girls in a fairy’s world.



1. When playing a game, I like to:
  

 A.  Take the lead and make sure everyone knows how to play 
 B.  Look my best 
 C.  Follow the rules and try my hardest 
 D.  Run off and play in the flowers. What game?

2. I help my friends with a problem by:
 

 A.  Telling them how I would solve the problem
 B.  Thinking about all of the solutions
 C.  Listening to them carefully
 D.  Finding a fun game to play!

3. When someone is mean to a friend of mine, I:
 

 A.  Come to their rescue immediately!
 B.  Only get involved if they are mean to me, too
 C.  Try to talk to the person later, when things have cooled off
 D.  Hope that my other friends take care of it

4. If someone tells me a secret, I would:
 

 A.   Have an opinion about how to help or change the situation
 B.  Accidently tell someone—I forgot it was a secret!
 C.  Keep it to myself
 D.  No one tells me secrets!

5. When it’s time to play, I like to:
 

 A.  Play soccer—or, any sport, really!
 B.  Braid my friends’ hair, make jewelry, etc.
 C.    I’d prefer to read, but I’ll play sports if my friends  

are playing
 D.  Dress up in TUTUS, JEWELS, and as a FAIRY!

6. When I meet new people, I:
 

 A.  Say hi to everyone and let them know who I am
 B.  Introduce myself, but am not overly friendly
 C.  Am quiet and tend to let others say hi first
 D.  Talk and play with anyone

7. What’s the most important thing in a friendship?
  

 A.  Exploring and going on adventures! 
 B.  Enjoying beautiful things together 
 C.  Loyalty 
 D.  Having fun! Especially by playing dress-up!

Now, count up how many of each letter you circled:
  

 A  ________
 B  ________
 C  ________
 D  ________

If you choose more . . .
As, then you’re Kate! 
Kate is the default leader of the girls. She’s charismatic and energetic,  
but can be bossy and headstrong—leading the girls even when she  
has no idea where she’s going or what she should do. 
 
Bs, then you’re Mia!  
Mia is smart and girlish. She loves beautiful things: flowers, horses,  
jewels . . . not to mention fairies! At times she dotes on her little sister 
Gabby, but then immediately forgets about her to run off and play. 
 
Cs, then you’re Lainey!  
Lainey is timid and easily tongue-tied, but also thoughtful, patient, and 
loyal. She almost always goes along with the others, but she might 
surprise them by standing up to them at key moments. 
 
Ds, then you’re Gabby!  
Gabby is the youngest of the group and is dreamy, honest, and  
immersed in her world of make-believe. She loves her sister, Mia,  
but would prefer to be off on her own pretending to be a fairy.

Which Never Girl are You?
Answer the questions below to find out!



Start at the 
beginning!

Answer Key:

Soccer, Baseball, Basketball, Tennis, Swimming, Track

Think like Kate in Never Girls #12: In the Game!
Unscramble the sports words below.

KAte’s Favorite Sports

C S C O R E

B B L L S E A

K T S B A B L E L

S I N T E N

G M W I S M N

T C K A R

Read more of 
Kate’s story!



Start at the 
beginning!

Baking with Mia

Mia loves baking, and in Never Girls #7: A Pinch of Magic, she gets the help of the baking-talent  
fairy Dulcie! Answer the questions below about your favorite recipe and write about what  

would happen if Dulcie visited your kitchen!

What’s your favorite food to make?

  

 
Write out the instructions for making this food!

 

 

Surprise! Dulcie has arrived to help you make your favorite food. Write about what  
happens in your kitchen once Dulcie arrives to help. Do you suddenly have mini cakes like Mia?
Or is the whisk too big for Dulcie to hold? Use your imagination!

Read more of 
Mia’s story!



Start at the 
beginning!

What is your favorite animal?

  
 
If you got to choose a pet, what pet would you get?

Would your pet be a boy or a girl?

 
Would your pet be big or small? 

What would you name your pet?

Your pet will be very smart. What kinds of tricks  
would you want to teach it? 

Lainey’s Perfect Pet

In Never Girls #11: Into the Waves, Lainey’s fondest dream has finally come true!  
Her parents finally let her get a pet—a goldfish!  

Pets love to play! Draw a picture of your  
pet playing with its favorite toy.

BOY     GIRL

BIG     SMALL

Read more of 
Lainey’s story!



Start at the 
beginning!

Best Friends Think Alike!

In Never Girls #9: Before the Bell, Gabby sneaks a fairy into her classroom on the first day of school! But 
when tiny Spinner goes missing in Gabby’s big classroom, the Never Girls must find him—and fast!

Help the Never Girls find Spinner by drawing a picture of where he might be hiding.
Remember: the fairy is small and the classroom furniture is big!

Read more of 
Gabby’s story!



Paper Dolls

With an adult’s help, cut out the Never Girls below. Take all four with you on your biggest adventures!  
Make sure to take a picture with the Never Girl you are most like and tag it with #NeverGirls on Instagram.
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  Visit NeverGirlsBooks.com 
for chapter samples and additional activities!
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